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The, of the, Eating-other 

a past, Egg la mode. The Code of Hospitality may be not that easy to manifest.  
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tag[s]: social welfare eating, philanthropic existances and their educations; translating class systems 

into one continual class inter-experience or unified class eating, 

theme: the real gratuity, theme: man, I [fest]  

theme music citation: gin blossoms found about you 

I have to say, that past-a almost like a salad was, fine cooking. 

{I’m not sure of who noticed; other than the main cook; and I’m not sure if even others could figure out 

how who the main cook, is; of the group serving the food. Identification of the main cook, should be 

obvious to the well-eater by the waterpool, collection: the meal} 

[how and what qualifies fine cooking, and who says] 

The, Who-ever cooked the noodles of the pasta; cured them and I know that’s not the right? word; 

that’s … [that is] used them in the most appropriate temperature and made the meat non-noticeable for 

a raison d’etre; and of course only noticeable if that version of meat: triggers your actual memory. 
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Of course there were raisins; and I can’t since so close to raison d’etre recall how to spell those things; 

the raisins, were to spell you [the external eater-the eating other] possibly into the funnel of sight of 

raison d’etre; yes, from a, this meal.  

For food; is must be basic at analysis to come across; at least at ‘tis both deep yet and beginning stages 

of knowledge.  

If you’re American or just familiar with Americanisms! The obvious, the lettuce of any salad, can always 

be used as condiment extra to such past-a; because of course it edifies the pasta into further form.  

The quarantine of apples a,head of time with or followed by coffee; cleanses the palate to opaque to 

portending taste [and this has gotta be the best aspect-facet of portendings]; as at least was cliché in 

practice but not perhaps with apples; so it’s a new old swing of interpretation; and I mean the apples as 

being of old. They were the yellow barely red so more of gold fleck variety not quite yet full ripe.  

If served a cooked egg [h.b.], mandarin orange [and I mean the color], green melon, and dressing; you 

have the high-end past-a dish, the lettuce and meat, and pasta swung together past a, cooking, short on 

storage space: and the pieces of mandarin, egg [egg scissored into tinier than chunks if even possible 

with your fingers], and melon, bit into the cooked with added dressing past-a dish; it’s a picture-able 

experience only when the noodles are so well tempered; but of course I didn’t photograph then, I 

wanted to keep it all for myself, in that way, then. Maybe next time, I’ll be willing to share. [The image of 

this fine dining experience] 

theme: eating is really a, the one-of the metaphysical process[-es] to experience.  

With lemonade, afterward-to reverse: alongside: a piece of the melon, and cited: soul pieces & rum’s 

theory, a few peels of the mandarin orange in the lemonade: and it’s complete to drink with such 

cooking. I can taste the oil of lemon, it exists yes; or is it just a metaphysical imagination.  

At a middle stage; the dish twisted into a finesse of savoring has turned into something you might also 

additionally bake; with what’s left of the side piece of bread and some extra? herb. Which one; I was 

thinking dried green; like an older oregano; and not fresh oregano; but that’s just me; it could be 

different for you with this same fantastique set of meal. Think, like a dish set.  

Key points, from this dish: 

-green melon and lemon-something points to sophisticated cooking talent and you really should eat it; if 

it actually has those ingredients 

-a signa of something in the food …, actually seen, [and not just some external version plagiarism; 

remember actual emulation is not plagiarism [on the external part]], a signa in the food points to the 

main cook’s vision in the experience of eating for the eating cook and-or the eating-other 

- for the eating-other: the challenge of putting it all together: even when it’s already prepared and 

ready-go, what completes it to version, complete to eat as is without any more additions, for now 
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